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I am profoundly honored and immensely grateful for the remarkable 

opportunity to be a delegate at international conference from our esteemed 

university at India habitat center New Delhi. The experience, from 

August11thtoAugust13th,2023,has left an indelible mark on my understanding of 

youths empowerment, leadership, and global collaboration. This report seeks to 

encapsulate the transformative journey, learnings, and insights gained during 

this extra ordinary event. 

 
 

The Youth Conference, world organization of students and youths was a dynamic 

and inspiring event that brought together young minds from various backgrounds, 

cultures, countries and perspectives. 
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BroadeningHorizons: 

The theme of the conference was Solidarity for sustainability. Focusing on the 

current issues and to provide safe environment for future generation. This topics 

served as the foundation for all the discussions, workshops, and activities that 

took place during the event. 

 

The conference was hosted at INDIA HABITAT CENTRE new Delhi a state-of-

the-art facility that provided an ideal environment for collaboration and learning. 

Many experts and leaders in various fields were invited to the conference to share 

their insights and experiences with the attendees. Including the Indian Foreigner 

Minister Dr SJ Shankar. Delhi university chancellor, Ambassador of Tajikistan to 

india. Their speech left a lasting impact on the participants. And more than 40 

countries delegates were there. 

 

A diverse range of workshops and sessions were conducted throughout the 

conference. These interactive sessions covered topics such as leadership 

development, social activism, and sustainability and more. 

 

One of the highlights of the conference was the ample networking opportunities it 

provided. Attendees were able to connect with like-minded individuals, potential 

mentors, and future collaborators. These interactions facilitated the exchange of 

ideas and the formation of valuable connections. 

This conference provided I Amazing experience meet new people and shares my 

ideas for the better tomorrow.  

Conclusion: 

 

This conference was very much helpful in my perspectives of global collaboration. 

Engaging with international delegates, leaders, and luminaries, and participating in 

enlightening discussions has been an honor beyond measure. I’m very much happy 
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to be part of this conference. . I extend my heartfelt gratitude to my faculties and 

the Gujarat Technology University for making this life-altering experience 

possible. 

 

Thankyou…………… 
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